We describe an approach for synthesizing data representations for concurrent programs. Our compiler takes as input a program written using concurrent relations and synthesizes a representation of the relations as sets of cooperating data structures as well as the placement and acquisition of locks to synchronize concurrent access to those data structures. The resulting code is correct by construction: individual relational operations are implemented correctly and the aggregate set of operations is serializable and deadlock free. The relational specification also permits a high-level optimizer to choose the best performing of many possible legal data representations and locking strategies, which we demonstrate with an experiment autotuning a graph benchmark.
Introduction
Consider the problem of implementing concurrent operations on a directed graph. We must decide how to represent the graph as a collection of data structures, perhaps using a lookup table mapping each node to the set of its adjacent nodes. We will need to pick concrete representations for both the lookup table (e.g., a concurrent hashmap) and the adjacency sets (e.g., linked lists). We must also decide how concurrency will be realized. We could add our own synchronization using locks and/or we could use a concurrent container data structure to implement the lookup table, the sets of adjacent nodes, or both.
Assume for the moment that we decide both containers will be concurrent. We must of course ensure there is enough synchronization to avoid harmful races, but not so much that we either limit scalability or introduce deadlocks. Using off-the-shelf concurrent containers can simplify this task, but even using concurrent containers for both data structures does not automatically imply that high-level graph operations that touch both structures (such as inserting or removing an edge from the graph) are correct. In fact, recent work in bug detection for concurrent programs has shown that programmers frequently fail to use standard concurrent containers correctly, especially when they must compose multiple concurrent operations [20] .
On the other hand, it may be more efficient to have only the top-level lookup table be concurrent and use non-concurrent data structures for the sets of adjacent nodes-if it is very infrequent that threads try to access the same node simultaneously the extra overhead of a concurrent data structure for the adjacency sets won't be worthwhile. This design has different correctness requirements and would likely result in a different choice of where to place any needed synchronization to guarantee correctness. The right answer to the decision of whether to use a concurrent or nonconcurrent data structure for the adjacency sets likely depends on the typical workload and it will be difficult to modify the interlinked synchronization and data structures if we decide later that the graph should be implemented differently.
In this paper we present an approach to synthesizing concurrent data representations, meaning that from a high-level specification of data we produce both the concrete data structures and the corresponding synchronization to implement the specification. In our approach, programs are written using concurrent relations (Section 2), a generalization of standard concurrent collections to relations with a concurrent interface to perform insertions, deletions, and lookups of tuples. Our compiler automatically synthesizes all aspects of the data representation, including the choice of data structures and how they interact, the number and placement of locks to guard access to those data structures (including, for example, whether locking should be fine-grain or coarse-grain), an order in which locks can be acquired to guarantee deadlock freedom, and all of the code to correctly manage the interplay of the data structures and synchronization.
By specifying a program's access to data using concurrent relations and avoiding a premature commitment to a particular representation, much of the low-level detail of programs is removed, making them easier to read and maintain, while simultaneously making it much easier to change the implementation if desired. Furthermore, concurrent relations give a high-level and pointerfree specification of data, which is good for compilers, because the compiler is now free to choose the concrete representation of the data without the usual requirement that it first perform a complex and usually brittle pointer analysis. Programs written using relational data specifications are simpler, correct by construction, and can be automatically optimized in ways that are out of reach of compilers for languages with traditional data structure definitions.
Beginning with Cohen and Campbell [5] researchers have investigated how to compile programs written using relations as the main (and sometimes only) aggregate form of data into low-level data representations. Our method builds on two recent results (Section 4): we use the decompositions of Hawkins et al. [12] to describe how relations can be decomposed into a set of cooperating data structures, and we use the theory of lock placements [13] to describe the space of possible locking strategies. Our specific contributions are:
• We introduce concurrent relations, a generalization of standard concurrent container data structures to containers of tuples, with concurrent operations to insert, remove, and query relations (Section 2).
• The selection of data structures is subtler than in the nonconcurrent case, because there is the added dimension of using concurrent container structures, which may or may not require additional synchronization depending on the relational specification, and, in addition, different concurrent containers provide varying guarantees about the safety of concurrent access. We give a taxonomy of containers and their properties relevant to concurrent data representation synthesis (Section 3).
• We extend the relational decomposition language [12] to support concurrent relations. Just as the original decomposition language describes how to assemble a representation of a relation from a library of container data structures, concurrent decompositions describe how to compose concurrent and non-concurrent data structures together with locks to implement a concurrent relation primitive (Section 4.1).
• We show how to integrate lock placements [13] , which describe a space of possible locking strategies on data structures, with the problem of selecting the data structures themselves. The choice of data structures and lock placements is done in such a way that the resulting code is guaranteed to ensure the serializability of relational operations (Section 4.2).
• We adapt and generalize the problem of selecting a good implementation of the relational primitives, called query planning, to concurrent relations (Section 5). One of the major issues is ensuring deadlock freedom, which we accomplish by selecting a global lock ordering that all relational operations obey by construction. Deadlock is not addressed in the previous work on lock placements [13] .
• The optimal decomposition depends on the usage patterns of the data structure and the target machine. We present results from a full implementation, which includes an autotuner that allows us to discover a good combination of both locks and container data structures automatically for a training workload. We perform an evaluation of a concurrent graph benchmark, showing that the best data representation varies with the workload, and thus it is important to have the flexibility to easily alter the representation of concurrent data (Section 6).
Concurrent Relations
We advocate a view in which programmers write programs that operate on relations and a compiler selects the concrete representation of the relations. A relational specification is a set of column names C together with a set of functional dependencies ∆. Functional dependencies (FDs) specify which columns are uniquely determined by other columns. For example, we can represent the edges of a directed graph as a relation with three columns: src (source node), dst (destination node), and weight, together with a functional dependency src, dst → weight, which specifies that every edge of the graph has a unique weight. The relational specification is a contract between the client of our compiler and the generated code: If the client obeys the functional dependencies, then the compiler guarantees that the generated code preserves the semantics of the relational operations.
Values, Tuples, Relations We assume a set of untyped values v drawn from a universe V that includes the integers (Z ⊆ V). A tuple t = c1: v1, c2: v2, . . . maps a set of columns {c1, c2, . . . } to values drawn from V. We write dom t for the columns of t. A tuple t is a valuation for a set of columns C if dom t = C. A relation r is a set of tuples {t1, t2, . . . } over identical columns C. We write t(c) for the value of column c in tuple t. We write t ⊇ s if the tuple t extends tuple s, that is t(c) = s(c) for all c in dom s. We say tuple t matches tuple s, written t ∼ s, if the tuples are equal on all common columns. Tuple t matches a relation r, written t ∼ r, if t matches every tuple in r. A tuple t is a key for a relation r if the columns dom t functionally determine all columns of r.
We use the standard notation of relational algebra. Union (∪), intersection (∩), set difference (\) have their usual meanings. The operator πC r projects relation r onto a set of columns C. A relation r has a functional dependency (FD) C1 → C2 if any pair of tuples in r that are equal on columns C1 are also equal on columns C2.
Relational Operations
We provide four atomic operations for creating and manipulating concurrent relations. In the following specification we represent relations as ML-style references to a set of tuples: ref x creates a new reference to x, !x retrieves the current value of x, and x ← y sets the current value of x to y.
Informally, empty () creates a new empty relation. Operation remove r s removes tuples matching s; in practice, our implementation requires that s is a key for the relation. Operation query r s C returns columns C of all tuples in r matching tuple s.
The most interesting operation is insert r s t, which inserts a new tuple x, where x is the union of the columns of tuples s and t, into a relation r, provided there is no existing tuple in r matching s. We require that s and t have disjoint domains. Insert generalizes the put-if-absent operation provided by standard concurrent key-value maps: put-if-absent(k,v) inserts value v into the map if no other value is already associated with key k, and would be written insert r key: k value: v Insert operations may violate functional dependencies, and it is the client's obligation to ensure functional dependencies are observed. The form of the insert operation allows clients to test whether functional dependencies will be satisfied by a new tuple even in the presence of concurrent updates.
The relational compiler ensures that the implementations of the relational operations are linearizable [15] Figure 1 . Concurrency safety properties of selected containers from the JDK. Possible operations are lookup (L), scan (S), or write (W). For an operation pair α/β, concurrently executing operations α and β on a container is either unsafe ("no"), safe but only weakly consistent ("weak"), or both safe and linearizable ("yes").
operation appears to take place atomically at a single point in time in between its invocation and response. Continuing with our graph example, we create a new, empty graph relation r0 using the empty () operation. Inserting an edge insert r0 src: 1, dst: 2 weight: 42 results in a new relation r1 = { src: 1, dst: 2, weight: 42 }. A subsequent insertion insert r1 src: 1, dst: 2 weight: 101 leaves the relation unchanged, because relation r1 already contains an edge with the same src and dst fields.
We can retrieve the dst and weight fields corresponding to the successors of node 1 in a relation r using the operation query r src: 1 {dst, weight}, and finally we can delete edges with a dst of 2 using the operation remove r dst: 2 .
A Taxonomy of Concurrent Containers
Decompositions describe how to implement concurrent relations as a combination of both concurrent and non-concurrent data structures. Before diving into the details of the decomposition language (Section 4), we first describe the concurrency properties of the container data structures found in the wild, which form the building blocks of concurrent decompositions.
Container Interface A container is a data structure that implements an associative key-value map interface consisting of read operations lookup(k) and scan(f ), and a write operation write(k, v).
• The lookup operation lookup(k) returns the value associated with a key k, if any.
• The scan operation scan(f ) iterates over the map, and invokes the function f (k, v) once for each key k and its associated value v in the map. A scan may or may not return the entries of the map in sorted order.
• The write operation write(k, v) sets the value associated with a key k to v. Here v is an optional value, in the style of ML. If v is Some w, then the operation updates the value associated with key k to w, whereas if v is None, representing the absence of a value, then any existing value associated with k is removed. The write operation subsumes operations to insert, update, and remove entries from a map.
Concurrency Safety and Consistency
We next discuss two related properties of containers, concurrency safety, which describes whether it is safe for two operations to occur in parallel, and consistency, which characterizes what a container guarantees about the possible orders of events in a concurrent execution. Figure 1 lists the concurrency safety and consistency properties of a selection of Java containers from the JDK; as we show, containers differ greatly in their support for concurrency.
Concurrency Safety For a given data structure, we say a pair of operations α/β is concurrency-safe if two threads may safely execute operations α and β in parallel with no external synchronization. A container is concurrency-safe if all pairs of operations are concurrency-safe. Concurrency safety is strictly a statement about the correct usage of the interface of a data structure; it is irrelevant how the data structure guarantees safety internally, whether by locks, atomic instructions, or by some other means. Consider the data structures described in Figure 1 . Almost all data structures support parallel read operations; for example concurrent threads may safely read or iterate over a Java HashMap in parallel without synchronization. Exceptions exist; for example, it would not be safe for threads to perform concurrent reads of a splay tree because splay tree read operations rebalance the tree.
Only a few containers permit write operations in parallel with other operations. For example, it is unsafe to read from or write to a HashMap object while another thread is writing to the same HashMap. By contrast a ConcurrentHashMap or a CopyOnWriteArrayList allow concurrent lookup and write operations, or pairs of concurrent write operations. On a concurrencysafe container, such as a ConcurrentHashMap, the lookup and write operations are linearizable even in the absence of any external concurrency control. For concurrency-unsafe operations, such as reading a splay tree, linearizability is the responsibility of an external concurrency control primitive, such as a lock.
The scan operation, however, behaves differently. Even many containers that allow iteration in parallel with mutation do not guarantee that iteration is linearizable. We identify two different possibilities. Some containers, such as ConcurrentHashMap provide weakly consistent concurrent iteration; that is, concurrent iteration is safe, but may or may not reflect inserts and removals that occur in parallel with the iteration. Iteration over a weakly-consistent container may not be linearizable, that is, the result of the iteration may not correspond to the set of entries present in the container at any instant in time. Conversely for containers that provide snapshot iteration, such as a CopyOnWriteArrayList, iteration behaves as if it operated over a linearizable snapshot of the container.
Concurrent Decompositions
The concurrent decomposition language describes how to assemble container data structures into representations of relations that support concurrent serializable transactions that implement the various relational operations. By combining concurrent and non-concurrent data structures with locks we can build a representation of a relation with strong concurrency guarantees, even if the constituent data structures themselves have limited support for concurrency.
We extend the relational decomposition language [12] to support concurrent operations from multiple threads. Two key ideas underlie safe and scalable concurrent decompositions: leveraging existing concurrent containers (Section 4.1) to the full extent possible, and supplementing containers with locks as necessary to ensure the safety and serializability of concurrent transactions over the complete decomposition (Section 4.2).
As a focus of this paper is extending decompositions to support concurrency, we first review the definition of decompositions.
Decompositions
A decomposition describes how to represent a relation as a combination of primitive container data structures. A decomposition is a static description of the heap, similar to a type. We use a graphical notation for decompositions isomorphic to the let-binding notation in the literature [12] . Figure 2 (a) shows a decomposition of a filesystem directory tree relation, based on the directory entry cache in the Linux kernel. The relation has three columns parent, name, and child and obeys a functional dependency parent, name → child. Each 'parent' directory entry has zero or more 'child' directory entries, each with a distinct file 'name'.
Formally, a decompositiond is a rooted, directed acyclic graph, consisting of a set of vertices V = {u, v, . . . } and a set of edges drawn from V × V . A decomposition has a unique source vertex ρ with no incoming edges. All vertices must be reachable from the source vertex.
Each node v of a decomposition has an associated "type" A B, written v: A B. Intuitively, A is the set of columns whose representation is specified by paths from the root node to v, and B is the residual set of columns represented by the subgraph reachable from v. Each edge uv of the decomposition has an associated set of columns cols(uv), and a choice of container ds(uv) the compiler should use to implement the edge.
In Figure 2 (a), the edge ρx from the root indicates that the relation is implemented by a TreeMap from each parent value to the residual relation of all (name, child) pairs for that parent. Recursively, this subrelation is implemented by another TreeMap from name to the child directory (edge xy). Finally, the functional dependency guarantees that the child directory is a singleton tuple and is implemented by its single value (edge yz). This structure (a map from parents to the set of child directory names) enables efficient iteration over the children of a directory, which is useful when, for example, unmounting a filesystem. To enable efficient directory lookup the decomposition also includes a global hashtable mapping (parent, name) pairs to child objects (edge ρy).
We assume that decompositions are adequate [12] , that is decompositions are capable of representing all relations satisfying the relational specification. The adequacy conditions imply that for every edge uv where u:A B and v:C D we have C ⊇ A∪cols(uv).
Decomposition Instances
The run-time (dynamic) counterpart of a decompositiond is a decomposition instance d, which represents a particular concrete relation. Each node v:A B in a decompositiond has a set of instances {vt} where dom t = A, each corresponding to an object in memory. Each edge uv of a decomposition has a set of edge instances {uvt}, where if u:A B then dom t = A∪cols(uv). If u: A B and dom t ⊃ A, we write ut to denote the node instance uπ A t; similarly if dom t ⊃ A ∪ cols(uv) we write uvt to denote uvπ A∪cols(uv) t. A formal characterization of well-formed decomposition instances and an abstraction function that maps wellformed decomposition instances back to the relations they represent can be found in the literature [12] . 
Logical Locks, Transactions, and Serializability
Locks Given a decomposition d, we compile each relational operation into a transaction tailored to d. For safety and consistency transactions must acquire locks that protect the invariants upon which a transaction relies. By "lock" we mean a class of pessimistic synchronization primitives that may be held by a transaction in either of two different modes, namely shared or exclusive. A lock may, but need not, permit multiple transactions to hold shared access simultaneously; however if a transaction holds exclusive access to a lock the lock must not allow any other transaction to hold either shared or exclusive access. Logical Locks To ensure that transactions are serializable, the data in decomposition instances are protected by logical locks. We associate a distinct logical lock with every edge uvt of a decomposition instance. Logical locks protect the state, either presence or absence, of an edge instance. If a transaction observes the presence or absence of an edge it must hold shared access to the corresponding logical lock, and if a transaction adds or removes an edge it must hold exclusive access to the corresponding logical lock. Logical locks are defined for every possible edge instance, irrespective of whether the edge is actually present in a particular decomposition instance or not. For now, we leave the implementation of each logical lock uvt abstract. In Section 4.3, we implement logical locks using a smaller set of physical locks attached to the nodes of a decomposition instance. By placing restrictions on the possible mappings from logical locks to physical locks we can ensure that containers (concurrent or not) and compositions of containers are used safely.
Two-Phase Locking Protocol
Each transaction consists of a sequence of locks, reads, writes, and unlocks of the edges of a decomposition instance. The purpose of introducing logical locks is that by having a distinct lock for every edge (including edges that are absent) we are able to state a very simple and obviously correct protocol for transactions on decomposition instances. To ensure consistency of transactions, we use a standard two-phase locking protocol on logical locks:
• Transaction operations must be logically well-locked; that is, if a transaction observes the state (either present or absent) of an edge instance uvt via a lookup or scan operation then it must hold shared access to the logical lock of uvt, and if a transaction adds, removes, or updates an instance edge uvt via a write operation then it must hold exclusive access to the logical lock of uvt.
• Transactions must be logically two-phase, that is, transactions must be divided into a growing phase during which logical locks are acquired and a shrinking phase during which logical locks are released. All lock acquisitions must precede all lock releases.
It is a classic result that well-locked and two-phase transactions are serializable [10] .
Physical Locks and Lock Placements
By associating a unique logical lock with every edge instance we can use a simple two-phase locking protocol to ensure that transactions are serializable. Such an approach would be impractical, however. Figure 3 . Three concurrent decompositions for a directed graph relation: (a) a "stick", with a single coarse lock around non-concurrent data structures, (b) a "split" decomposition, with locks at different granularities, and (c) a "diamond", with a mixture of speculativelylocked concurrent data structures and non-concurrent data structures. Solid edges indicate TreeMap containers, dashed edges represent ConcurrentHashMap containers, and dotted edges represent singleton tuples. Each edge is labeled with a set of columns on the left and the associated lock placement on the right.
Each edge instance corresponds to a entry in a container in the heap, and it would often be too slow to actually use locks at such a fine granularity, not to mention the practical problem that there are infinitely many logical locks defined for container entries that are absent. Further, as shown in Figure 1 , in practice different containers have different levels of support for safe concurrency, and so while we must use locks to protect some containers from all concurrent accesses, in other cases we can rely on the container to mediate concurrent access. Finally, since we treat container implementations as black boxes, we have no way to attach locks to the edge instances directly.
Instead of literally maintaining one lock for every possible edge instance, we implement logical locks using a smaller set of physical locks attached to instances of nodes in a decomposition. We describe the correspondence between logical and physical locks using a lock placement [13] , which is a mapping from the set of logical locks onto the set of physical locks. Many logical locks may map onto the same physical lock, and acquiring a physical lock corresponds to taking all of the corresponding logical locks. By choosing different lock placements we can describe different granularities of locking. Since physical locks are attached to node instances, in general there may be an unbounded number of physical locks.
Physical Locks To each node v in a decomposition we attach a set of physical locks {v 0 , v 1 , . . . }. If there is only a single physical lock attached to a node we simply write v for both the node and its unique physical lock.
Lock Placements A lock placement ψ is a function mapping the logical lock associated with each edge onto a physical lock on a node that implements it. We define lock placements on the (static) decomposition which we extend to (dynamic) decomposition instances in the obvious way; if a lock placement ψ maps the logical lock on edge e to the physical lock on node v, then at runtime the compiler maps the logical lock on edge instance et onto the physical lock on node instance vt.
Recall the directed graph example from Section 2. The relation in question has three columns {src, dst, weight} related via the functional dependency src, dst → weight. Figure 3 shows three possible decompositions, each with a different choice of data structures and lock placements. Figure 3 (a) uses a coarse-grain lock placement ψ1(e) = ρ for all edges e, which protects all edges of the decomposition using a single lock at the root ρ. Since there is only one instance of the root node ρ in any decomposition instance, the same lock is used to protect everything. Further, since the logical locks of all edge instances are mapped to the same physical lock ρ, the lock serializes access to the entire decomposition data structure, ensuring that each (non-concurrent) TreeMap is only accessed by one transaction at a time. Figure 3 (b) depicts a fine-grain locking strategy decomposition in which each edge is protected by a lock at its head (i.e., objects in a container are protected by a single lock on the container itself), using the lock placement ψ2(αβ) = α for all edges αβ.
Edges ρu and ρv are protected by a lock at ρ, whereas edges uw, vy, wx and yz are protected by locks at u, v, w and y, respectively.
Both of the example lock placements described so far use a single lock to protect all the entries in each container. Figure 3 (c) makes use of speculative locking (Section 4.5), one of two extensions which allow different dynamic instances of an edge in the same container to be protected by different locks. We defer further discussion of this example to Section 4.5.
Well-Formed Lock Placements
We require that all lock placements satisfy the following conditions:
• The lock placement ψ(uv) of each edge uv either must dominate the edge's source vertex u or be equal to v. (The latter case occurs in the speculatively-placed locks of Section 4.5.) By definition this condition ensures that the lock placement for an edge lies on every path from the root of the decomposition including that edge. This condition ensures the instance of the node ψ(uv) named by the lock placement is unique for each edge instance uvt. The domination requirement also simplifies query planning (Section 5), since it ensures that a query plan will always encounter the necessary locks for each edge no matter how the edge is reached.
• All edges between an edge and its lock placement share the same placement. That is, fix any edge uv and take any edge xy in a path in the decomposition from ψ(uv) to u. Then we have ψ(xy) = ψ(uv). This requirement ensures that if a lock protects an edge, then the lock also protects the path from the lock to that edge, thereby ensuring that if we hold a lock then the set of edges protected by that lock cannot change.
Logical Lock Implication Since we implement logical locks by mapping them onto a smaller set of physical locks, a transaction cannot acquire logical locks directly. Instead, a transaction must acquire physical locks that imply access to the logical locks that the transaction requires. We say that a set of physical locks P held by a transaction imply exclusive or shared access, respectively, to the logical lock of edge instance uvt under lock placement ψ if:
• the transaction holds exclusive or shared access, respectively, to the corresponding physical lock, that is, ψ(uv)t ∈ P , and • the mapping between the logical lock to the corresponding physical lock is stable, that is, there exists a path wt from the root of the decomposition instance to ut such that the transaction holds shared access to every edge in wt.
The stability criterion means that a physical lock only covers a logical lock if the transaction also holds locks that guarantee that the logical lock does in fact correspond to that physical lock; if not, a concurrent transaction might alter the heap and change the association between logical and physical locks. For example, consider a concurrent hashtable where the elements of each hash bucket are guarded by a lock. If a transaction moves an element v from bucket b1 to bucket b2 the lock guarding access to v changes, and any transaction that was concurrently accessing v by acquiring the lock on b1 no longer holds the correct lock for v for the lock placement. Thus, in the presence of updates that can change the structure of the heap, it is not sufficient to just hold the locks L guarding access to the particular data, but it is also necessary to hold locks on whatever portion of the heap structure guarantees that L remains the correct set of locks to hold! Since lock placements are defined using a decomposition structure, for locking using a placement to be well-defined we must ensure that transactions always yield heap states that are valid instances of the corresponding decomposition. One of the benefits of data representation synthesis is that we are guaranteed that the operations emitted by the compiler preserve the decomposition structure by construction.
Lock Striping
Lock striping is a technique for boosting the throughput of a transaction by using a set of locks instead of a single lock. Consider again the decomposition of Figure 3(b) , in which the lock placement maps the logical lock on each edge to a physical lock at the source of the edge. While this lock placement ensures safe and consistent transactions, by protecting each container with a single lock we serialize access to containers, and hence we cannot make effective use of concurrent containers such as ConcurrentHashMap. To leverage concurrent containers we can partition the elements of the container into a number of stripes, each with its own lock.
For example, in Figure 3 (b), rather than mapping all instances of edges ρu and ρv to a single physical lock at node ρ, we can use k physical locks ρ 0 , . . . ρ k−1 . We then use a lock placement that stripes the logical locks attached to instances of ρu and ρv across the k physical locks:
The lock placement takes as input an edge e annotated with a tuple t; the fields of tuple t are used to select one of the k physical locks at ρ. If we do not know the relevant tuple fields in advance, for example if we want to iterate over the container, we can always conservatively take all k locks.
Lock striping is only applicable for containers that are concurrency-safe. For a concurrency-unsafe container, such as a TreeMap, we are limited to at most one lock for the entire container to ensure that no two threads access the container concurrently.
By increasing the value k we can reduce lock contention to arbitrarily low levels, at the cost of making operations such as iteration that access the entire container more expensive.
Speculative Lock Placements
When striping logical locks across physical locks, as the number of physical locks k increases in the limit each container entry has its own individual lock. Rather than preallocating locks for an unbounded number of objects, we can achieve this limiting case more efficiently by using a technique called speculative locking [13] , motivated by transactional predication [3] . Speculative locking lazily constructs a unique physical lock for each logical lock.
The key to speculative locking is the identity of the lock that protects an edge instance depends on the state of the edge instance itself. We map the logical lock to a distinct physical lock for each edge instance present in a container by placing the lock in the node that is the target of the edge instance. For serializability the lock placement must also be defined for edge instances that are absent from the decomposition, not just those edges that are present. Since we cannot place locks for non-existent edge instances at the target of the edge, instead we map the logical locks for absent edges onto physical locks at the edge's source.
Up to this point, we have required that the lock guarding an edge e appear on all paths from the root before e is reached. For speculative locks, this invariant does not hold-we do not know what lock to acquire until we have reached the object we wish to protect. The key is that it is safe to perform unlocked reads of a concurrency-safe container to guess the identity of the lock that we should acquire. Since the container is concurrency-safe, reading without holding a lock is safe, however we have no guarantees that any information that we read will remain stable. Once we have guessed and acquired a lock, we can check to see if our guess was correct. There are two possibilities -either we guessed correctly, in which case we already held the lock that protects the edge and our read was stable, or we guessed incorrectly, in which case the edge must point somewhere else. In the latter case we can release the lock we guessed and try again. While speculatively acquiring a lock is not physically two-phase, a transaction can be viewed as acquiring logical locks in a two phase manner [13] .
Speculative lock acquisition differs from the well-known but broken double-checked locking idiom in two key ways-firstly, we always acquire a lock and recheck reads under that lock, and secondly we require that concurrent containers are linearizable, that is, with semantics analogous to a Java volatile field.
For example, the decomposition depicted in Figure 3 (c) uses a mixture of both speculative and non-speculative locking -in particular, the locks that protect edges ρx and ρy are placed at the target of each edge on nodes x and y respectively. To take a lock on an edge instance ρxt a transaction must first speculatively lookup entry t in the map without locking, acquire the lock on ρ or xt if the edge instance is absent or present, respectively, and then verify that the correct lock was taken. The data structure implementing edge ρx is a ConcurrentHashMap, which is concurrency-safe, so it is safe to speculatively read an edge without holding its lock. 
Query Planning and Lock Ordering
In Section 4 we introduced concurrent decompositions, which describe a relational specification using both concurrent and nonconcurrent containers in combination with locks. In this section we show how to compile the relational operations of Section 2 into code tailored to a particular concurrent decomposition.
Existing work [12] described how to compile relational operations in a non-concurrent context. There are two additional complications we must deal with when generating concurrent implementations of relational operations-we must ensure that a transaction takes the locks that protect the decomposition edges it touches, and we must ensure that transactions are deadlock-free.
Deadlock-Freedom and Lock Ordering
A common strategy for ensuring that a set of concurrent transactions is deadlock-free is to impose a total order on locks. If all transactions acquire locks in ascending lock order, then we are guaranteed that concurrent transactions are deadlock-free.
We ensure deadlock-freedom for concurrent decomposition operations by imposing a total lock order on the physical locks of a decomposition; it is the responsibility of the query planner to generate code that respects this order. Figure 4 . Concurrent query language. We only show the fragment necessary for implementing query operations.
All query plans must obey a single static order on all possible physical locks of a decomposition. The precise set of physical locks in existence may change as we allocate and deallocate node instances, but the relative order of any given pair of physical locks never changes during runtime. We order physical locks firstly on a topological sort of the decomposition nodes to which they belong. We order different instances of the same node lexicographically on the values of the key columns. Finally, we order the physical locks attached to each node instance by number.
For example, consider the decomposition of Figure 3 (c). We fix a topological order of the nodes, say ρ < x < y < z < w; meaning that all locks attached to ρ are ordered before all locks attached to instances of x, and so on. We lift the topological order on nodes to a total order on node instances
where the tuple sequences (si) and (ti) are in lexicographic order. Finally, since there may be more than one physical lock per node due to lock striping, we lift the total order on node instances to a total order on physical locks:
As an aside, it is necessary that we totally order the physical locks of a decomposition, not the logical locks; a query only acquires physical locks directly and it is the order of those physical locks that is pertinent to deadlock.
Query Language
Once we have fixed a total order on the physical locks of a decomposition, the query planner must generate well-locked, two-phase code that respects the lock order for each possible query.
A key requirement of a query plan is that it must make explicit which locks to acquire and in which order. The query trees in the literature [12] are not suitable for reasoning about locks since they have no notion of sequencing of expressions.
In the concurrent setting, we extend query trees to a fragment of a strict, impure functional language, shown in Figure 4 . The letbinding construct of the concurrent query language can describe the order of execution of operations with side-effects, in particular lock and unlock operations. A query expression q is one of: a variable reference x, let-binding let x = q1 in q2, a lock acquisition lock(q, v), a lock release unlock(q, v), an edge lookup lookup(q, v), or an edge iteration scan(q, v). We discuss the semantics of expressions shortly.
Query States Evaluating any expression in the query language yields a set of query states. A query state is a pair (t, m) of a tuple t containing a subset of the relation's columns, together with a mapping m from decomposition nodes v to the corresponding node instance vt. If a vertex v with type v: A B appears in the domain of m, tuple t must contain sufficient columns such that vt is uniquely defined, that is, A ⊆ dom t.
Query Expressions
We now describe the semantics of each query expression. Variable lookup and variable binding are standard. Let bindings also allow us to sequence operations with side effects, such as locks; we use a don't-care variable let _ = q1 in q2 to denote executing q1 just for its side effects, discarding its return value, and then executing q2.
A lock acquisition lock(q, v) acquires the physical locks associated with the instance of node v in each query state in set q. Like all expressions in the query language, lock acts on a set of query states q, locking the instance of physical lock v in each element of the set. The lock operation must acquire locks in accordance with the lock order. While the query planner always produces the query plans with lock expressions in correct node order, the lock operator must sort node instances into the correct lexicographic order before acquiring locks. The counterpart unlock(q, v) unlocks the instances of node v in the set q; unlike the lock operation the unlock operation does not need to enforce sorted order on its arguments.
Recall that for each node instance ut an edge uv in a decomposition corresponds to a container data structure that maps a set of key columns cols(uv) to a set of node instances of v t . The operation scan(q, uv) iterates over the contents of the container, returning the natural join of the input query states q together with the entries of the map. If the query states in q contain a superset of the key columns cols(uv), we can instead use the more efficient operation lookup(q, uv), which looks up the particular entry vt in the container. Both the lookup and scan operations require that the input query states contain an instance of the source vertex u.
For example, suppose we wanted to iterate over all of the tuples of a directory entry relation represented using the decomposition of Figure 2 (a) under a coarse lock placement which places all locks at the root node (ψ(e) = ρ for all e). One possible query plan is:
The query plan takes as input a variable a, consisting of a singleton query state containing the location of the decomposition root ρ. The query plan first locks the unique instance of the root vertex ρ in set a (line 1), and then iterates over instances of the edge ρy from the root vertex in set a (line 2, scan(a, ρy)); the iteration yields a set of query states that contain instances of node y together with valuations of the parent and name fields. For each such query state, we then iterate over the singleton instances of edge yz (line 2, scan(· · ·, yz)), yielding a valuation for the child field; we store the resulting set of query states as a set b. We release the acquired locks (line 3), and return our final query states b (line 4).
To make the execution concrete, suppose we execute the query plan (2) on the decomposition instance of Figure 2(b) . The query plan receives the input query state a = {( , {ρ → ρ0})} as input, which contains the location of the decomposition root but no valuations for relation columns. The lock statement acquires the lock attached to ρ0, which is the unique instance of ρ in set a. Evaluation of the expression scan(a, ρy) in line 2 yields states ( parent: 1, name: 'a' , {ρ → ρ0, y → y3}) ( parent: 2, name: 'b' , {ρ → ρ0, y → y2}) ( parent: 2, name: 'c' , {ρ → ρ0, y → y1}) .
Applying the expression scan(· · ·, yz) in line 2 yields the states ( parent: 1, name: 'a', child: 2 , {ρ → ρ0, y → y3 z → z3}) ( parent: 2, name: 'b', child: 3 , {ρ → ρ0, y → y2 z → z2}) ( parent: 2, name: 'c', child: 4 , {ρ → ρ0, y → y1 z → z1}) which we store as set b. Finally, we unlock the lock at ρ0 and return the entries of b as the query result.
Query plan (2) was not the only possible query plan, even under the same decomposition and lock placement. Another possible query plan uses edges ρx and xy instead of the edge ρy.
Now suppose we want to make the same query on the same decomposition, under the lock placement shown in Figure 2(a) , in which a lock on every node protects the edges with their source at that node. The equivalent of query plan (3) under the new finergrained lock placement is:
Query Planner To pick a good implementation for each query, the compiler uses a query planner that finds the query plan with the lowest cost as measured by a heuristic cost estimation function. The concurrent query planner is based on the non-concurrent query planner described in the literature [12] ; like the non-concurrent query planner, the concurrent query planner enumerates valid query plans and chooses the plan with the lowest cost estimate.
The main extension for concurrency is the query planner must only permit queries that acquire and hold the right locks in the right order. Internally the query planner only considers plans with two phases, a growing phase consisting of a sequence of lock, scan, and lookup statements, and a shrinking phase containing a matching sequence of unlock statements in reverse order; such plans are trivially two-phase. To ensure that queries acquire the correct locks in the correct order, we extend the definition of query validity to require that lock statements in a query plan appear in the decomposition node lock order, and that lookup and scan operations must be preceded by a lock of the corresponding physical lock.
As in the non-concurrent case, we reuse the query planning infrastructure to compile mutation operations. Code for mutations is generated by first constructing a concurrent query plan that locates and locks all of the edges that require updating; the code generator then emits code that uses the query results to perform the required updates, just as in the non-concurrent case, sandwiched between the growing and shrinking phases of the query plan.
Query Expression Compilation Each query expression evaluates to a set of query states. Internally we compile each query expression into an iterator over query states. We compile let-bindings by evaluating the right-hand side of the binding and storing the results into a temporary set of query states; subsequent references to a bound variable compile to iterations over the stored state set.
In general the lock statement must sort the locks that it acquires. However, in some cases the set of locks may already be in the correct order, so it is superfluous to sort them. For example, consider the acquisition of the locks on node b in query 4 (line 3). Edge ρx is represented by a TreeMap in the decomposition, which stores its entries in sorted order; a scan over the edge will therefore yield entries in sorted order, which coincides with the correct lock order. Conversely, if edge was represented using a HashMap then iteration would return entries in an unpredictable order, so the code would have to sort the locks before acquiring them. The compiler uses a simple static analysis to detect lock statements where it can avoid sorting.
Experimental Evaluation
We have developed a prototype implementation of concurrent data representation synthesis, targeted at the Java virtual machine. The prototype is implemented as a Scala [18] compiler plugin; relations and relational operations are translated into Scala ASTs, which the Scala compiler backend converts to JVM bytecode. In this section we evaluate the performance of the resulting implementation.
Autotuner
A programmer may not know the best possible representation for a concurrent relation. To help find an optimal decomposition for a particular relational specification, we have implemented an autotuner which, given a concurrent benchmark, automatically discovers the best combination of decomposition structure, container data structures, and choice of lock placement.
Existing work [12] described an autotuner capable of identifying a good decomposition in the absence of concurrency. We extend the idea of autotuning to a concurrent setting.
To enumerate decompositions, the autotuner first chooses an adequate decomposition structure, exactly as for the non-concurrent case [12] . Next, the autotuner chooses a well-formed lock placement; every edge of a decomposition needs a corresponding physical lock. Finally the autotuner chooses a data structure implementation for each edge. If the chosen lock placement serializes access to an edge, the autotuner picks a non-concurrent container, whereas if concurrent access to a container is permitted by the lock placement then the autotuner chooses a concurrency-safe container.
Evaluation
We evaluate the generated code using a synthetic benchmark modeled after the methodology of Herlihy et. al [14] for comparing concurrent map implementations, extended to the more general context of a relation. We fix a particular relational specification, together with a set of relational operations. For any given choice of decomposition, the benchmark uses k identical threads that operate on a single shared relation. Starting from an initially empty relation, each thread executes 5 × 10 5 randomly chosen operations. We plot the total throughput of all threads in operations per second against the number of threads to obtain a throughput-scalability curve. By varying the distribution of relational operations we can evaluate the performance of the relation under different workloads.
For our benchmarks we use the directed graph relation described in Section 4.3, together with four relational operations, namely find successors, find predecessors, insert edge, and remove edge. The find successor operation chooses a random src value and queries the relation for the set of all dst, weight pairs corresponding to that src. The find predecessor operation is similar but chooses a random dst and queries for src, weight pairs. The insert edge operation chooses a random src, dst, weight triple to insert into the relation; to ensure that the relation's functional dependency is not violated we use the compare-and-set functionality of the insert operation to check that no existing edge shares the same src, dst parameters. Finally the remove operation chooses a random (src, dst) tuple and removes the corresponding edge, if present.
We performed our experiments on a machine with two six-core 3.33Ghz Intel X5680 Xeon CPUs, each with 12Mb of L3 cache, and 48Gb memory in total. Hyperthreading was enabled for a total of 24 hardware thread contexts. All benchmarks were run on a OpenJDK 6b20 Java virtual machine in server mode, with a 4Gb initial and maximum heap size. We repeated each experiment 8 times within the same process, with a full garbage collection between runs. We discarded the results of the first 3 runs to allow the JIT compiler time to warm up; the reported values are the average of the last 5 runs. Figure 5 . Throughput/scalability curves for a selection of decompositions. Each thread performs 5 × 10 5 random graph operations. Each graph is labeled x-y-z-w, denoting a distribution of x% successors, y% predecessors, z% inserts, and w% removes. "Stick" decompositions are structurally isomorphic to Figure 3 Figure 5 presents throughput-scalability curves for a selection of decompositions. We generated 448 variants of the three decomposition structures shown in Figure 3 using the autotuner, varying the choice of lock placement, lock striping factor (chosen for simplicity to be either 1 or 1024), and selection of containers from the options ConcurrentHashMap, ConcurrentSkipListMap, HashMap, and TreeMap. For clarity of presentation we selected 12 representative decompositions that cover a spectrum of different performance levels across the 4 benchmarks; we compare the performance of both the automatically generated implementations and a hand-written implementation.
One obvious feature of the results is that the "stick" decompositions, which are variants of the decomposition shown in Figure 3(a) , perform relatively well for the two workloads (70-0-20-10 and 0-0-50-50) that consist only of successor, insert, and remove operations. For the workloads that include finding predecessors (35-35-20-10 and 45-45-9-1), "split" (Figure 3(b) ) and "diamond" (Figure 3(c) ) perform far better. Finding successors in a stick decomposition is much more efficient than finding predecessors, which requires iterating over all edges in the graph.
Coarsely-locked data structures scale poorly; three of the decompositions shown in the graph (Stick 1, Split 1, Diamond 1) use a single coarse lock to protect the entire decomposition; each con-tainer uses a coarsely locked HashMap to represent the top level of edges in the decomposition, and a TreeMap to represent the second level of edges. Another decomposition (Split 2) uses striped locks and concurrent maps on the left side of the decomposition (ρu, uw, wx), but uses a single coarse lock to protect the other edges of the graph, leading to similarly poor performance. Sticks 2, 3, 4 use a striped lock at the root to protect a ConcurrentHashMap of HashMap containers, a ConcurrentHashMap of TreeMap containers, and a ConcurrentSkipListMap of HashMap containers, respectively; all scale much better than the coarsely-locked data structures.
Decompositions which do not share nodes between the two sides of the decomposition outperform decompositions that do. For example, Split 3 and Diamond 1 both use ConcurrentHashMap containers to represent the top-level edges and HashMap containers to represent the second level edges, differing only in the sharing structure of the decomposition; the split decomposition performs better in most cases. Split 4 is a variant of Split 3 with TreeMap containers in place of the HashMap containers. Interestingly, there is a small but consistent effect where Split 3 is the best choice for the 35-35-20-10 workload and Split 4 is better for the 45-45-9-1 workload. Split 5 and Diamond 2 are also similar to Split 3 and Diamond 2, except with ConcurrentSkipListMap containers in place of ConcurrentHashMap containers; once again, the split decomposition outperforms the diamond decomposition.
The handcoded implementation (which was written before the automated experiments) is essentially Split 4, and produces almost identical results; the difference in performance between the two is probably due to extra boxing in the generated code that could be eliminated with improvements to the code generator. But clearly the automatically generated code is competitive with the hand-written code but requires much less programmer effort, and unless one was willing to write many different hand-coded versions, the autotuner will be able to find variants that outperform any single hand-written code for particular workload characteristics.
It is interesting to note that diamond decompositions outperformed split decompositions in the non-concurrent case [12] ; the result here is reversed for two reasons. The split decomposition produces less lock contention, since a pair of transactions may query for successors and predecessors in parallel without interfering with one another. Much of the benefit for sharing in the non-concurrent case came from the fact that it is possible to remove an object from the middle of an intrusive doubly-linked list in constant time. Since it is impossible to write such intrusive containers in a generic fashion in the Java type system, we do not gain the advantage of more efficient removals from shared nodes.
The prominent decrease in throughput evident in Figure 5 when increasing from 6 to 8 threads is an artifact of the thread scheduler and the memory hierarchy of the test machine. The test machine has two six-core CPUs, each with two hardware contexts per core. The benchmark harness schedules up to the first six threads on different cores of the same CPU, sharing a common on-chip L3 cache. The harness schedules the next six threads on the second CPU; when threads are split across two CPUs they must communicate via the processor interconnect, rather than via a shared on-chip cache. Communication off-chip is substantially slower than on-chip communication, producing the "notch" in the graph.
Overall the experiments show the benefits of automatic synthesis of both data structures and synchronization: sophisticated implementations competitive with hand written code can be produced at much lower cost in programmer effort, while at the same time providing guarantees about the correctness of the implementation of the high-level concurrent relational program.
Discussion and Related Work
Our results touch upon a great deal of previous work in several distinct domains. For space reasons our survey is necessarily brief.
We build upon previous work in data representation synthesis for sequential data structures [12] and the general theory of lock placements [13] . Our contributions beyond previous works include the extension of the programming interface to concurrent relations, the integration of different kinds of concurrent and non-concurrent data structures as building blocks, the extensions needed to integrate decompositions and lock placements, the redesign of query planning in the concurrent setting including guaranteeing deadlock freedom, and a complete implementation and experiments.
As mentioned in Section 1, the idea of compiling programs that work on relations into specialized data structures originated with [5] , and its various developments [1, 2, 22] . Earlier work explored data structure selection for sets in SETL [7, 19] . Neither line of work addresses the synthesis of concurrent data representations.
The closest to our work in spirit is Paraglider [23] , which provides semi-automatic assistance in synthesizing low-level concurrent algorithms and data structures. Paraglider focuses on the correct implementation of a single concurrent data structure, while our work is about assembling multiple concurrent and non-concurrent data structures into more complex abstractions. Thus, Paraglider is complementary to our approach, and we could extend our menu of concurrent building blocks with Paraglider-generated components.
Various authors have investigated techniques for inferring locks to implement atomic sections [4, 6, 9, 11, 16, 17, 24] . A related problem is automatically optimizing programs with explicit locking by combining multiple locks into one [8] . A key part of this class of work is constructing a mapping from program objects to the locks that protect them, which is similar to, but more specialized than, lock placements. This body of work also takes the data structures as fixed and attempts to infer the needed locks, while we consider the possible data representations and lock placements simultaneously.
Our system can be viewed as implementing a pessimistic software transactional memory [21] . Future extensions of our work could synthesize optimistic concurrency control primitives in addition to pessimistic locks. Unlike traditional software transactional memory systems, which perform on-line dynamic analysis to determine the read and write sets of transactions, our system performs much of the same analysis statically, resulting in run-time code with considerably lower overhead. Furthermore, our approach is able to automatically change the data structures and granularity of locking used to improve overall performance. It is also worth noting that speculative locking was first introduced in the context of advanced software transactional memory systems [3] .
Finally the original paper on two-phase locking made explicit the idea of locking not just objects, but program predicates [10] . Logical locks are such predicates, which we realize in practice by mapping logical locks onto physical locks using a lock placement.
Conclusion
We have described an approach for synthesizing data representations for concurrent programs. Beginning with a program written using high-level concurrent relations, our system automatically selects the decomposition of the relation into a set of subrelations, chooses concrete data structures for the sub-relations, and selects a locking strategy that guarantees all relational operations are both serializable and deadlock free for the chosen representation. Because the high-level description admits multiple choices for each of these dimensions (subject to correctness constraints that rule out some possibilities), programs written in this style describe a space of possible implementations, a fact that we are able to exploit by using a combination of static and dynamic techniques to search this space to find a high-performance implementation. We have described an extensive experiment on a concurrent graph benchmark, demonstrating the wide range of possible implementations and their trade-offs.
